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ABSTRACT
Alice, a peer in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network can evaluate
the reputation of another peer, Bob, either based on her own
experiences (with Bob) or based on the evaluation (of Bob)
by others (say Carol and David). If Alice uses her own ex-
periences only, she will get cheated atleast once for every
malicious peer she identifies. If Alice uses third party ex-
periences (Carol and David), she can reduce the number of
times she gets cheated. Besides, Alice will have to verify
the third party information receives from other peers. The
verification (if at all possible) is likely to be both network
and computation intensive.

In the propose solution, the reputation holder (Bob)
stores its reputation data and protects it from the other
peers. The reputation data is stored in a cryptographic
chain in order to protect the reputation data from the repu-
tation holder itself. Bob cannot modify the chain because
the head and tail of the chain are public information and
all recommendations are digitally signed. We show that the
proposed solution reduces the number of malicious transac-
tion experienced by a peer (Alice), along with a reduction
in network traffic.
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1 Introduction

Pure P2P networks are completely decentralized and un-
regulated. These networks cannot be effectively policed,
thereby making them more vulnerable to malicious activi-
ties, as compared to traditional client server networks. As
a result the peers are highly vulnerable to dissemination of
malicious or spurious content, besides being susceptible to
malicious peers.

A large body of literature [1, 2, 3, 4] corroborates the
fact thatreputation based systemscan make the P2P net-
works more secure, besides motivating the peers against
cheating. This body of the reputation literature can be
broadly categorized into three main groups: 1) systems in
which peers use only their own experience(local informa-
tion) for evaluating other peers [5], 2) systems in which
peers use the experiences of other peers(global informa-
tion) [2] and 3) systems in which peers useboth local
and global information [3]. In the absence of any central

authority the global information is generated from the lo-
cal information (managed by each peer), using various de-
centralized schemes [1]. The global information is highly
susceptible to peers that falsify their local information.Al-
though the local information is more trustworthy for a peer,
the global information considerably speeds up the process
of identification of malicious peers, as peers learn from
each other’s transactions. This paper proposes a system for
the secure1 generation, storage and disbursal of the global
reputation data in an unmanaged P2P network.

In the proposed system a peerownsthe reputation in-
formation pertaining to all its pasttransactions2 with other
peers in the network and stores it locally. As a result every
peer owns and stores its own reputation data and thereby
protects the information from other malicious peers. The
challenge now is to protect the reputation information from
malicious modification by its owner. The proposed sys-
tem consists of a reputation model coupled with a two-party
cryptographic protocol. The proposed system not only pro-
tects the reputation information from its owner, but facil-
itates secure exchange of reputation information between
the two peers participating in a transaction.

Each peer is identified by one and only one identi-
fier and its reputation is associated with its identifier. This
requirement has been relaxed in Section 5.2 and the pos-
sible repercussions have been enumerated. A peer (re-
quester) looking for a specific file, uses thesearchfunc-
tion of an unstructured or a DHT based network and ob-
tains a list of peers (and their corresponding reputations),
who have the file. It downloads the file from the peer
(provider) having the highest reputation. After the com-
pletion of the download, the requester provides arecom-
mendationto the provider. The recommendation is positive
if the downloaded file is satisfactory, and negative other-
wise. The provider stores its recommendations in its lo-
cal storage and manages them by itself. It accumulates its
recommendation(s) to evaluate its own reputation. In the
future transactions, the provider presents its reputationin-
formation to other peers, who request the information in
order to ascertain its trustworthiness. Digital signatures of
the requester(s) protect the recommendations against mali-
cious modification by the provider (reputation owner). The

1Non tamperable, authentic
2A transactioncan be as simple as a transfer of a file from the source

(peer) to the destination (peer) or as complex as a securitiestransaction



owner stores the recommendations in the form of arec-
ommendation chainin which the signature of theN − 1th

transaction is included in theN th transaction. A signed
record of the last transaction in the chain is stored in the
network thereby making the complete chain verifiable. The
transaction chain prevents any malicious addition or dele-
tion of a recommendation by the owner. The main contri-
butions of this paper are:

1. A light weight and simple reputation model.

2. An attack resistant cryptographic protocol for genera-
tion of authentic global reputation information w.r.t a
peer.

2 Related Work

P2P networks are classified into two categories. The first
category consists of the unstructured P2P networks of the
class of Gnutella and the second category comprises the
DHT based systems like Chord, CAN and Pastry. These
networks are built on the all-peers-are-good premise and
are intrinsically insecure.

Many techniques have been proposed to secure P2P
networks. PGP is based on PKI and enables users to con-
struct their ownweb of trust without using any central
trusted server3. It is based on a peer-to-peer model, where
each certificate represents a peer. A commercial applica-
tion, Groove, builds self-administering, context-sensitive
and synchronized share spaces for exchanging files in fine
granularity. It ensures the secrecy of shared spaces and fa-
cilitates authentication of the members of the group. Lots
of reputation models have been developed by researchers in
order to emphasize the importance and usefulness of repu-
tation systems [6, 7, 8].

Levien has proposed Advogato [9], which is based on
the maxflow-mincut theorem. Schaferet al. [10] provide a
good overview of the recommender systems being used in
E- Commerce websites. Dellarocas [4] has enumerated the
design challenges in the online reporting systems. In addi-
tion, he has reported a list of attacks on reputation systems
and techniques for foiling those attacks. Abereret al. [11]
have proposed a completely distributed solution to the trust
injection problem. They store reputation data in the form of
a binary search tree, over the network, as explained in [11].
Any agent looking for the recommendation data of another
agent searches the peer-to-peer network and computes the
reputation from the recommendations received.

Another category of systems consists of the reputation
based infrastructure implemented on Gnutella like P2PRep
and RCert. In P2PRep [12], the reputation of a peer is a
function of positive and negative votes polled from the cur-
rent neighbors of the peer. Therefore in P2PRep the trans-
actions of a peer with other peers that were neighbors of the
peer in the past, do not impact its reputation. P2PRep is a
stateless system and does not consider departure and arrival

3although PGP servers are available now but they more for conve-
nience than necessity

of the same peer with different identity or a peer with multi-
ple identities (one user controlling multiple peers). Peers in
RCert [13] store their own reputation but the peer identity
management is not a part of the RCert model.

3 Reputation Model & Reputation Exchange
Protocol

We divide the system into two parts for easier exposition.
The first part is an extremely light weightreputation model
and the second part is acryptographic reputation exchange
protocol. The reputation model specifies the value of dif-
ferent reputation parameters, definition of functions used
for calculation of reputation value from a set of recommen-
dations, and the constraints on peer identities. The crypto-
graphic protocol enumerates the steps for the exchange of
reputation information such that the information cannot be
altered maliciously.

3.1 Reputation Model

A peer (requester) joins the network using the standard
Join method of the particular P2P network. The requester
searches for one or more files using theSearchmethod
provided by the network. On the basis of the responses
received, as a result of its search request, the requester
generates a list of peers who have the requested file(s)
and are ready to share the file(s). Besides the location
of the peers, the responses to the search request contain
the reputation information of the responding peers. Let
RANGE be the number of the peers who offer a partic-
ular file. The requester selects the peer (provider) with
the highest reputation from the list and initiates the cryp-
tographic protocol. The cryptographic protocol is pre-
sented in detail in the next section. The requester uses the
Download method of the P2P network, to download the
file. It verifies the integrity, authenticity and the quality
of the file. Depending on its verification results, it sends
a recommendation betweenMIN RECOMMENDATION and
MAX RECOMMENDATION to the provider. The recommen-
dations are constrained to boundaries in order to make sure
that one recommendation does not completely nullify or
drastically raise the reputation of a provider. Once the
provider receives the recommendation, it uses the function
F() over all the previous recommendations received by it
and the recent recommendation to calculate its reputation.
The above mentioned steps are repeated for every transac-
tion.

There is a big body of work inDecision Theory, Game
Theoryand Probability [14, 15, 16] which can be used
for selecting appropriate values of the above-mentioned pa-
rameters and the function F() depending on the threat faced
by the peers in the network. In this paper we define the
function F () as the arithmetic average of the recommen-
dations received by the provider.The reputation model is
independent of the topology of the P2P network, address-



ing schemes for its nodes, bootstrap mechanisms, joining
and leaving protocols of peers. In other words the choice
of any of these components has no impact on the reputation
model and vice versa.

A unique identifier is associated with each peer. The
identifier is a SPKI certificate [17] that is signed by a glob-
ally trustedCertificate Authority(CA). The user identities
are different from the node identifiers used to route pack-
ets in P2P networks. It can be argued that a presence of
a central CA will form a single point of failure or at least
a bottleneck for smooth functioning of the network. As
the CA is only used for one time issuance of identities and
the periodic renewal of the identity certificates: 1) it will
not experience a high request traffic 2) a decentralized P2P
network is not dependent on 24*7 availability of the CA.
Hence a CA downtime will have no or minimal impact on
the network. Alternatively, the possibility of a hierarchal
set of CA’s has been explored in [18] and self-signed cer-
tificates have been reported in [19].

3.2 Reputation Exchange Protocol

Once the requester has selected the provider with the high-
est reputation, it initiates the reputation exchange protocol
with the provider. In the reputation exchange protocol, the
requester is denoted by R while the provider is denoted by
P. HereR −→ P : X denotes that the requester (R) sends a
message X to the provider (P). The symbolPK2 represents
the private key of the peer P andPK1 represents the pub-
lic key of the peer P.EK(Γ) represents encryption of the
phraseΓ with key K, while EBK(X) represents blinding
phrase X with key K. In the protocol, the words, ’Identity
Certificate’ and Identity have been used interchangeably.
The steps in the reputation exchange protocol are as fol-
lows:

STEP 1) R −→ P : RTS & IDR

The requester sends a REQUEST FORTRANSACTION

(RTS) and its IDENTITY CERTIFICATE (IDR) to the
provider. The provider needs the identity certificate
of the requester as the provider has to show it to the
future requesters in Step 7.

STEP 2) P −→ R : IDP & TID & EPK2
(H(TID‖RTS))

The provider sends its own IDENTITY CERTIFICATE

(IDP), the CURRENT TRANSACTION ID (TID) and
the signed TID,EPK2

(H(TID‖RTS). The signed TID
is needed to ensure that the provider does not use the
same transaction id again. In the end of the protocol
this signed TID is signed by the requester also and
stored into the network where it will be accessible to
other peers.

STEP 3) R: LTID= Max (Search (PK1‖ TID))

The requester obtains the value of the LAST TRANS-
ACTION ID (LTID) that was used by the provider,
from the network. The requester concatenates the

public key of the provider with the string ”TID” and
performs the search. Any peer having the TID for the
provider replies back with the TID and the requester
selects the highest TID out of all the TIDs received.
The highest TID becomes the LTID. It is possible that
the provider might collude with the peer who stores its
last LTID and change the LTID. This attack is foiled
by storing the LTID with multiple unrelated peers.

STEP 4) R: IF (LTID ≥ TID) GO TO STEP 12

If the value of the LTID found by the requester from
the network is greater than or same as the TID offered
by the provider, it implies that the provider has used
the TID in some other transaction. Hence it is trying to
get another recommendation for the same transaction
number (TID). The requester suspects foul play jumps
to STEP 12.

STEP 5) R−→P: Past Recommendation Request & r

If the check in the Step 4 succeeds i.e. the requester
is sure that the provider is not using the same trans-
action number, it requests the provider for its previ-
ous recommendations. In other words if the current
transaction is theN th transaction for the provider, the
requester makes a request forN − 1th,N − 2th and
so on recommendations tillN − r

th recommendation
where r is less than N. The value of r is decided by
the requester and it is directly proportional to the re-
quester’s stake in the transaction.

STEP 6) P−→R: CHAIN , EPK2
(CHAIN )

CHAIN= ( {REC1‖EZ1K2
(H(REC1)}‖

{REC2‖EZ2K2
(H(REC2, REC1))}‖

{REC3‖EZ3K2
(H(REC3, REC2))}‖....

{RECr‖EZnK2
(H(RECr,RECr-1))})

The provider sends its past recommendations
(REC1, REC2... RECr) which were provided by
peers (Z1, Z2,... Zr). The provider signs theCHAIN so
that the requester can hold the provider accountable
for the chain. As the recommendations have been
signed by the previous requesters, the provider
could not have malicious changed them. If the
requester (say Zr) has hashed both the (r

th) and the
previous(r − 1th) recommendation using its private
key ZK2, as EZnK2

(H(RECr,RECr-1)) , there is
no way a provider can modify theCHAIN. In other
words the provider cannot simply take away a bad
recommendation and put in a good recommendation
in order to increase its reputation.

STEP 7) P: Result= Verify (REC1, REC2... RECr)
If Result != Verified GO TO STEP 12

The provider verifies theCHAIN by simple public key
cryptography. If it has the certificates of all the peers
with whom the provider has interacted in the past, the
verification is simple. In the case it does not have
the required certificates, it obtains the certificates from



the provider itself. The provider had obtained its re-
quester’s certificate in Step 1. If the verification fails
the requester jumps to STEP 12.

STEP 8) P−→R: File or Service

The provider provides the service or the file as per the
requirement mentioned during the search performed
for the providers

STEP 9) R−→P: B1=EBKa( REC‖ TID ‖
EPK2

{H(REC,‖TID)})

Once the requester has received a service, it gener-
ates aBLINDING KEY , Ka. The requester concate-
nates theRECOMMENDATION (REC) and theTRANS-
ACTION ID (TID) it had received in Step 1 and signs
it. Subsequently, it blinds the signed recommenda-
tion with the blinding key, Ka. The recommendation
is blinded in order to make the provider commit to
the recommendation received before it sees the value
of the recommendation such that it does not disown
the recommendation if it is negative. The provider
receives the blinded recommendation from the re-
quester. The blinded recommendation is also signed
by the requester.

STEP 10) a) P−→R: B1‖ EPK2
(H(B1), nonce), nonce

b) R−→P: Ka

The provider cannot see the recommendation but it
signs the recommendation and send the NONCE and
the signed recommendation back to the requester. The
requester verifies the signature and then sends the
blinding key Ka to the provider which can unblind the
string received in Step 10 a) and check its recommen-
dation.

STEP 11) Insert ( IDR,{ REC‖ TID ‖ ERK2
{H(REC)‖

H(TID)}})

The requester signs its the recommendation given to
the provider (REC), the transaction id (TID) and its
own identity certificate and stores it in the network
using theInsert method of the P2P network.This
completes the transaction.

STEP 12) STEP 12 explains the steps a requester executes
when it expects foul play:
ABORT PROTOCOL

R: Insert (IDR,{ CHAIN‖ TID ‖ ERK2
{H(CHAIN )‖

H(TID)}})

If the verification in Step 7 fails, the requester takes
the CHAIN that was signed by the provider and
the Transaction Id (TID), signs it and uses the IN-
SERT method of the network to insert the chain
and its own identity certificate into the network.
As a result any subsequent requester will be able
to see failed verification attempt and will assume
a MIN RECOMMENDATION recommendation for
that TID for the provider. The requester cannot in-
sert fake recommendations into the network because

they have to include TID signed by the provider. If
the requester reaches STEP 12 from STEP 4. It will
perform
R: Insert (IDR, { CHAIN‖ TID ‖ ERK2

{H(TID‖
RTS))}})

4 Analysis of the Protocol

The requester needs to initiate only one search request in
the network in order to collect the recommendations re-
ceived by the provider in the past. This protocol handles
the problem of irregular availability of the peers in the net-
work, which is one of the major problems in P2P networks.
This protocol does not preventbad mouthingand ballot
stuffing[4] but only mitigates their effect as it is resilient
to collusion.

4.1 The provider will not (intentionally) send
the wrong TID in Step 2.

Let the id that the provider sends be TID’ and the last
Transaction Id for the provider be LTID. The TID’ should
always be equal to LTID+1. If TID’> LTID+1, then there
will be unexplained missing recommendations. If TID’<

LTID+1, then the provider will be caught in Step 4 of the
protocol, as the last id used by the provider was made a
public information (by the previous requester) and is avail-
able to all the peers now. If a peer is taking the role of a
provider for the first time, then the TID will be 0.

4.2 The provider will not abort the transac-
tion in step 8.

It is possible for the provider to abort the transaction af-
ter giving the requester the requested information or file in
Step 8. It is also possible for requester to abort the trans-
action after step 9. In both scenarios, the provider will not
have a recommendation for the transaction id TID. If the
provider does not sign the blinded recommendation that the
requester sent her, the requester can release the recommen-
dation in step 11 without obtaining provider’s signature.

In its next transaction TID+1, the provider will not
be able to show the recommendation for transaction, TID
to the requester of transaction, TID+1. Therefore, the new
requester will search the network using the Search method
for TID. If it finds TID, it will also find the recommenda-
tion provided to the provider in the transaction. The re-
quester will be accountable because the TID was signed
by the provider. The provider will have to accept the rec-
ommendation because it will also include the signature of
the provider, TID& EPK2

(H (TID)). If the new requester
does not find the recommendation, then it can believe the
provider and provide him minimal recommendation for the
transaction, TID.

If the provider returns the signed blinded recommen-
dation in step 10, B1 &EPK2

(H (B1)), but the requester



does not send the key, Ka and jumps to Step 10 without
performing the intermediate steps, then the provider can
search the network and get the signed recommendation of
the requester. If the requester never performs Step 10, then
in the next transaction, TID+1 the new requester will search
for LTID and he will not find it. Hence the transaction TID
can be considered as aborted and the next transaction can
be done with transaction id, TID.

4.3 Collusion by Rogues

Two or more rogues might collude in order to increase each
others reputation. The requester can sort the recommenda-
tions by public key in Step 7 of the protocol, and if the
provider has ”too many” recommendations from a given
public key, the requester suspects collusion and aborts the
protocol.

5 Evaluation

The proposed system was simulated on a 2.4 G Hz ma-
chine using SUSE Linux 9. The simulation consisted of
5000 peers participating in 20,000 - 160,000 transactions.
The requesters did not have any apriori knowledge of rogue
nodes and the rogue nodes performed maliciously with a
probability of 1/2 i.e. rogues cheated in 1 out of every 2
transactions. Each simulation was performed 5 times.

5.1 Cumulative & Individual benefits of us-
ing reputation
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Figure 1. Reduction in Number of Total number of Mali-
cious Transactions when Reputations are used

In the first part of the simulation we wanted to quan-
tify the benefits of using the proposed reputation model
for a peer-to-peer network. The number of rogues was set
to a constant at 50% and the number of transactions was
incrementally raised from 20,000 to 140,000. As is visi-
ble in Figure 1 the total number of malicious transactions
increases considerably with an increase in the number of
transactions when the proposed model is not used but are
more or less constant when the proposed model is used.
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Figure 2. A comparison of number of malicious transac-
tions with a variation in the number of rogues
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5000 Peers

When the reputations were not used the mean of
the number of malicious transactions experienced by each
good node is7.966 ± 5.52 with a 95% confidence (Refer
Figure 3). This mean drastically reduces when the reputa-
tion model is used, to0.4 ± 1.2 with a 95% confidence.

In the second part of the simulation we intended to
estimate the impact of variation in the number of malicious
nodes on the network. The number of transactions was kept
constant to 140,000 transactions for 5000 nodes. We varied
the number of rogue nodes from 10% to 90%. As visible
in Figure 2, there was a considerable reduction in the num-
ber of malicious transactions when reputations were used
as compared to the event when they were not used. In the
presence of an increasing number of rogues, the rate of in-
crease in the number of malicious transactions is much less
when reputations are used.

We compared the cryptographic protocol with the rep-
utation based system presented in [12], called P2PRep. The
proposed protocol generates less network traffic than the
P2PRep voting protocol. In both, P2Prep and the pro-
posed protocol, the requester maintains a list of possible in-
formation providers when the discovery protocol finishes.
P2PRep is highly communication intensive because of its



statelessness. On the other hand the proposed system uses
minimal communication as the security of the system lies
in the cryptographic techniques used.

5.2 Identities of Peers

In this paper we have assumed that each peer possesses
only one identity. Identity management for reputation
based systems in P2P networks is an important problem but
is not addressed it in this paper. More information about
identity management can be found in [20, 21]. If the peers
are able to obtain multiple identities then the requester has
to ensure that the identities that recommend a peer are not
owned by the peer itself. Dewan [22] uses IP-Based Safe-
guard to protect the system from peers who use their own
identities to give recommendations to themselves.

In the scenario where the peers have multiple iden-
tities, the verification step of the cryptographic protocol
would have to be changed to not only ensure the ’correct-
ness’ of the recommendations of the provider but also en-
sure that the identities that provide the recommendations
belong to distinct peers.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

This paper presents a reputation model and a cryptographic
protocol that facilitates generation of global reputationdata
in a peer-to-peer network, in order to expedite detection of
rogues. The global reputation data is protected against any
malicious modification by the third party peer and is im-
mune to modifications by its owner. The proposed proto-
col reduces the number of malicious transactions and con-
sumes less bandwidth per transaction than the other repu-
tation systems proposed in its category. It also handles the
problem of highly erratic availability pattern of the peersin
P2P networks.

Currently the reputation of the provider is considered
and the reputation of the requester is ignored. This system
can be extended to encapsulate the reputations of both the
provider and the requester. In addition, instead of generic
number values, the reputation values can be modified in
accordance with the context of the reputation.
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